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MIRKA OS 383CV 70x198mm 
DUSTEXTRACTOR

MIRKA® OS 383CV (Central Vacuum) is recommended for various 

applications, such as wood and body filler as well as primer and lacquer 

sanding. This Orbital Sander is the newest tool in this product range with 

the dimension of 70 x 198 mm and it is recommended to use the machine 

on small and medium size areas. The 3.0 mm orbit guarantees a good 

surface finish.

Air consumption (l/min)

Technical Specifications

MIRKA ROS2 610CV 150mm ORBIT 10,0

MIRKA® ROS2 610CV (Central Vacuum) is a feature-packed 150 mm 

pneumatic two-handed sander. The machine combines heavy duty 

performance and durability with low profile, light weight, ergonomic 

styling which makes it easy to handle and results in excellent stability 

during operation. The optional side handle (included in the kit) provides an 

extra gripping point to further increase control and reduce effort. This is 

an excellent machine for fast cutting in more demanding sanding 

operations. MIRKA® ROS2 610CV has a 10,0 mm orbit, with a black nickel 

color on the lever. This two-handed sander is developed forfast cutting in 

more demanding sanding operations.
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MIRKA PROS 650CV 150mm ORBIT 5,0

The Pneumatic Random Orbital Sander – MIRKA® PROS 650CV (Central 

Vacuum) is developed in-house by the Mirka’s industry leading design 

team. It is packed with clever features and attention to detail which has 

created an efficient and effective sanding tool that is perfect for 

professional operators. MIRKA® PROS 650CV has a five millimetre orbit 

and has been specially developed to produce maximum dust extraction, 

even at low suction power, thanks to a wider dust suction outlet in the 

machine housing which substantially improves dust suction efficiency. 
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MIRKA PROS 625CV 150mm ORBIT 2,5

The Pneumatic Random Orbital Sander – MIRKA® PROS 625CV (Central 

Vacuum) is developed in-house by the Mirka’s industry leading design 

team. It is packed with clever features and attention to detail which has 

created an efficient and effective sanding tool that is perfect for 

professional operators. MIRKA® PROS 625CV has a 2,5 millimetre orbit 

and has been specially developed to produce maximum dust extraction, 

even at low suction power, thanks to a wider dust suction outlet in the 

machine housing which substantially improves dust suction efficiency. 
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MIRKA DEROS 650CV 150mm ORBIT 5,0

MIRKA® DEROS 650CV (Direct Electric Random Orbital Sander) is the first 

ever electric sanding machine with a brushless motor and no external 

power supply. It is also the lightest electric machine on the market. 

MIRKA® DEROS 650CV has a soft start function, a built in electronic motor 

brake and a smooth, easy to operate lever to control motor speed. Thanks 

to its high efficiency brushless motor, the MIRKA® DEROS 650CV also has a 

plenty of power to get the job done quickly. Its performance is 

comparable to a conventional 500W electric machine and that ensures it 

maintains a constant speed even under heavy load. The unique 

symmetrical design makes it just as comfortable whether it’s being used in 

the left hand or the right hand and the longer body provides the option of 

a two-hand grip. MIRKA® DEROS 650CV is equipped with a new type of 

backing pad, which has a central air inlet. This results in improved air flow 

and helps extract dust away from the centre of the tool even faster.
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MIRKA PROS 680CV 150mm ORBIT 8,0

The Pneumatic Random Orbital Sander – MIRKA® PROS 680CV (Central 

Vacuum) is developed in-house by the Mirka’s industry leading design 

team. It is packed with clever features and attention to detail which has 

created an efficient and effective sanding tool that is perfect for 

professional operators. MIRKA® PROS 680CV has an eight millimetre orbit 

and has been specially developed to produce maximum dust extraction, 

even at low suction power, thanks to a wider dust suction outlet in the 

machine housing which substantially improves dust suction efficiency.
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